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Let us call a linear-k-lorest a graph whose ~nnected components are chains of length at 
most k. The linear-k-&&city c# G (denotd la,(G)) is the minimum number cf linear 
k-forests which partition E(G). We study thiz: new index in two cases: ccabic gmphs and 
complete graphs (k = 2 or 3). 
‘In general, we follow the graph-theor~.tical tamino~ogy of [3]. A hem-k- 
forest of an undirected graph G is a subgra:?h of G wheie connected ODmponents 
are chains of length at most k. We define the linear-k -adwicit)r of G (denoted 
lak(Glj as the minimum number of linear-k-forests ac,;ded to partition the edge 
set E(G) of G. 
This notion is a natural refinement of the linez~-arboricity &r&uced by 
Harary [S] and studied subsequxtly by Akiyama, Exoo and Hamary in [l]. 
The linear-k-arboricity has been defined by Hab8.1 and Peroche in [6], where 
the two authors have studied (and quite completel!- :;olved) the case of trees. 
We clearly ? ?ve the following inequalities (whe7.e +I = (V(G# 
(where q(G) is the classical chromatic Sex of 6, and la(i5) is th:;: linear 
arbotitity~. 
We know by Viziig’s theorem [17] that la ,:G) is less than A(G) -I 1 (where 
A(G) is the maximum degree of G). This res:llt -WA be improved for kK2. 
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a 3. Let G be a gnzph uf maximum degree A(G), then for any k (k a2), we 
huue &(G)eA(G). 
Rwf. As noticed before, it is sufEc&nt to. sbow the$Jaz(G) is leak than or equal 
to A(G). WS shall use and inductiorz on A(G). 
(1) A(G)ag2. Obvious. 
(2) A(G)%b3. We can assume that G, is regular (otherwise we can construct a , 
graph G’ reguhtr of ~gkz AtG) Such that G is a subgraph of GC. In that. case we 
clearly have la2( G) e laz( G’)). 
By using a welI+r~wn, theorem of Tutte [M] (e the paper of Thomassen [ls] 
for a very short p&of of that result), G contains m almost; 2-regular spanning 
subgraph GO (Vx E V(G), d&c) = 1 or 2). G; contains thus a spanning lina-29 
forest F. The subgraph of G induced by, E(G)-F b. thus a graph ,G’ with 
maximuzz degree A(G)- 1. By the induction hypothesis, we have la2(G’) .d 
ii(G)-1 and thus k&3)sA(G). I3 . 
On the other han& we have in an obvious way 
with n = IV(G)\ d IPI =IE(G)). 
Np-comptis. lhe determination of q(G) was shown to be an IV-complete 
problem by Holyer [lOI; similarly, Peroche [12] has proved the NP~mpleteness 
of the determination of la(G). As a by-product, we obtain in this paper the 
NP-completeness of the .determination of k+(G), using a result of Schaefer [14], 
and we mjecture that the determination of h(G) is NP-complete for every 
: -‘eger. 
Our L? will be now to study that index for two classes of graphs: the cubic 
grz@s and the complete gr$~ 
Using Theorem i and the inequality of Proposition 2 for a cubic graph we have 
laz(G) = 3. For the ease k = 3, we ueed now &;3e d&nitior:s. 
M. C is a strong matching in a graph G, if C is a matching such that there 
is no eQe ~1 E(G) between army two edges of ;13: (IX other words, C is arr 
indepenreut set of L2(G) where L2(G) is the quare of the: line graph L(G) of G.j 
f ’ 
Theaem 3. Let 6 be a cubic graph, then the followirig propositions me equivalent: 
{i) la,(G) = 2. 
(ii) ‘libere is a partitio?r of E(G) into two linear forests F1 and F,, such that each 
chain of Fi (i = 1,2) has length exac~y 3. 
(Ei) G contains a perfect matching L, and two Jisjdnt strong-nzatchiqs Cl md 
C, with the same order such that Cl U C2 = L. 
PXOQ~. (ii) =$ (i) is obvious. 
(i) =$ (ii) Let Fl and Fz be two disjoint linear-3-forests such tha+c E(G)= 
Fl U Fz. Emh verfex x of V(G) being of ciegre2 3, it is end. vertex exa\ctly once in 
some chain of Fl (or Fa alrd internal vertex e:xactiy once in another chain of F, 
(respectively Fl). Therefore if VfG) = 2s, there are exactly s chains in F1 U F,, 
and as IEtG)I = IFI U F21 = 3% ea& chain is exactly of kngth 3. 
(ii) =$ (iii) Let C(e) (i = 1,2) be the set of ati mid&e edges of the chains of E. It 
is easy t0 verify that C(q) is %i strong matching. 
By the proof of (i) 3 (ii) each vertex is exactly internal vertex in one chain 
therefore L = C(F,) U C(F,) is a perfect mat&ing. Furthermore as the rrumber of 
end vertices in a chain is the same as the rlumber of inte:nial vertices IC<F,>I == 
lamI- 
(ii.i)*(ii) Let L=clucp 
G -L is a two factor of G consisting otl even cycles (C, and Cz are strong 
matchings). Let us give an arbitrary orientation to the cycles of G - L. To each 
vertex x of V(G), we can associate an cdgc : e(x) of E(G) - L, sue91 that x is the 
or&in of e(x) with respect $0 the chosen okntation of the cycle through X. 
For i = 1,2, let 
where iDfxy, - 4&Xx, ylUeW 
We obtain thus two hnear-3-forests which partition E(G), each chain being of 
length exsctly 3. 0 
COI@W~ 4 Let G be a cubic graph such that lal(G) = 2. Than 1 V(G)1 E 0 
(mod 4 ‘. .
Proot. G cosltains a perfect matching I_. which is the disjoint union of.two stroqr, 
matchings C1 and Cz with the same cardinality. So IV(G)1 = 2 IL1 = 2 IC, U C21 - 
4 IGI. q 
For each graph with lV+~)l=2 (mod 4) we thus have la,(G) == 3. But we csia. 
have la,(G) = 3 for grar&s with [ V(G)1 = 0 !:nod 4) (see Fig. 1) 
We now exhibit some suMxm.%es of cubic gr? phs satisfyklg the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3. 
Fig. 1. 
li?bwag Jaeger [NJ we shall say &at G has a squ&w (G’) which is 40 
~kromratic if the chromatic uu3nber 6f CP is 4. 
CI U e is txidlly a perfect mtching Of G. Let x be a vertex of G, a, b and c its 
neighbOurs. Let us suppose ,that x EA,. Then, since the square, of G has a 
chromatic number equal to 4, each vextex u, b and c belongs to an 4 distinct 
from AI and no two of them Bave the same c01Ou.r. So if [x, a] belongs to C,, b 
ad c are ends of edges of C.& CI (respe!ctively CJ is thus a str0ng matching. 
By Ibzor= 3 the cOrOIla.ry is proved. q 
TVe shaU say &at a cubic PIanar graph is a mtslti-k-gon (3s k 6 5) if all of its 
faces have a kugth multple of k. 
&Mary 6. If G is a multi-k-g&.% (k =z 3,4) t!zcn la3(G) = 2. 
EWof. III [ll] Jaeger has !rihown that thOse graphs have a square which are 
4APQatic. •I 
The determiuation of IaS, for cubic graphs with \ V(G)1 ~0 (mod 4) is a 
di&ult problem. Let us derrote by (P) the followiwg problem: 
lnskrnce: a cubic graph CA 
Question: IaS = 2? 
Gm 7, (P) is an W ccmpkte problem. 
prrpo& Itr f13], Schaefer proved that the followkg vroblem (Q) is NP complete: 
Instarute: G =(X, E). 
Qwso.~: &es there exist a perfelx rnqt&+. f and two disjoint strong 
matchin $ C, anS Cz such that 1, = C1 u C,? 
The NP completenas of (P) is then an easy lizonsequence of the equivalence of 
(I?) and (Q) for cubic graphs and the previous result of Schaefer. Cl 
Theorem 8. If G is Q mwlti-S-gon then la,(G) = 2. 
Root, In [5] it is proved that those graphs hzve a five strong edge-colouring &e., 
an edge-colouring of G i&h five colours, each colour being a strong matching). 
This can be done in using the following method: 
(a) Let us choose a face FO and colour its edges with the colours 1,2,3,4 and 5 
in that cyclic order. 
(b) The colour of any edge is thus determined uniquely if we folkw the two 
rules R1 and R,: 
(R.,) Each colour must be a strong mat&ing. 
(R2) If we run along the boundary of any face of G$ we must encounter :.k five 
colours (1,2,3,4,5) in a cyclic permutation. 
It is thus sufkient to extend the strong edge colouring from faces to faces. This 
pecuhar colouring induces a lot of combinatorial properties of a multi-5-gon [S]. 
In our problem, we deduce from this colouring that the faces bearing the cyclks 
permutations (1,2,3,4,5) and (1,5,4,3,2) are separated by left-right cycles 
bearing the cyclic permutation (1,4,2,5,3). If in the induced two-factor we 
delete the edges coloured with 1, we get a linear-4-forest F1. It is easy to verify 
that the remaining edges constitute a linear-3-forest F,. 0 
That property is illustrated on the dodecahedron (Fig. 2). 
A natural question arising from linear-k-arboricity is the following: 
Q~eWon. What is the least integer i(G) for which la(G) = la,(G)? 
f 
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Fig. 2. 
3.&m* . , . 
‘& G& MZU&MA, we’&& ieier&ne the v&ue of la,,:&,) when nf -1 (mod 12) 
andn -2 @ad 12). f4qy pre+ely, _wq have: . , 
c~ &(n) is the lower b~un~ of Proposit&n 2, we have only to exhibit l&t) lingxar- 
2-forests partitio&ng the &g&of & to:prove the theorem. 
We shall &tingui& beNveen seven ca;;fes. 
Case 1. n =6t+3, ta0. We shall use here the following re@t of Ray- 
Chauduri and Wilson 1131: I&, hasXres&able deoomposition in KS if and only if 
. - 
n = 3 (mod6). ‘I%& s&c&es tiuk8 be considered. 
(a) n = 1.2t + 9, t >O. In that case the problem is exactly the problem of the 
e&ten= of a resolvable baknced P&es&n (W 19, Conjecture 21). The solution 
below is due to Wilson. & is decompose!3 k (6t +4) parallel &&es made with 
l4.t +3) triangk. Let us consider two distinct such classes; with these classes we 
earl ~r.74 a bipartite graph as follows: to each tingle we mciate a vertex and 
we creak an edge if and only if the two triangk~ have a common vertex. The 
bipartite graph is cubic and so have a 7perfect matchiig MI Let us consider an edge 
of M. The corresponding triangks of G have exactly one common vertex, and so 
the edga of the two triangles can be partitioned in three chains of length 2. As A4 
is a perfect matching, the two p4~1U4~1 c&x4ses give rise to tluee linear-2-forests. 
With this construction, we obtain 3 . (6t +4)/2 linear 2-forests, and so we havt; 
the result. 
(tii N - 12f +3, t~0. In this case, & is decom~ in (6t + 1) parallel classes. 
BY Q&g two by twk 6f of thes(r: C&BSS, as in subcase (a), we obtain 9t linear 
2-fores&. The remaining class gives two linear Z-forests and so we have our 
assertior . 
tie 2. n = Qt, t a 1. We shall st;lrl: here with the following result of Sker and 
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Wilson [Z]: if F is a perfect matching of K,,, K, -F has a resolvable decomposi- 
tion in KS if and only if n ~0 (mod 6) and rt a 18. 
(a) If n = 12t +6, t a 1, K -F is decomposed in (6t -t- 2) parallel classes. So, 
with the same method as in Case 1, these parallel classes give rise to 3(3t f 1) 
linear 2-forests. As F is also a linear ‘L-forest, we c;;m conch& 
(b) n = 12r, t ~2. in this subcase, K;, -F is decompsed in (6i - 1) paralle! 
classes. (6~ 2) of them give rise to 3(3t- 1) linear ‘L-forests; the remaining class 
and F are partitione2’by 3 linear 2-forests, so we have the result. 
(c) n = 6. We can take the following linear 2-forests; 
fi = IL 31,10,51,c2,4*lI, f* = {[4,0,11,13,5 ZD, 
f3 = a09 3,219 I59 lV4JL f4 = @,2, ?-II [S, 4, ;‘,I), 
(d) n = 12. laz(K12) = 9, as proved bi 
ft = (co, 111, II, 61, Cl 0, Z 71, /3,81,[4,91), 
fi = fl% 1,219 11% 3,933 Dl, %81,[5,7,6D, 
f3 = ([O, 2,319 cl, 4, ILO], El:, 5,9], [6,8,71), 
f4 = {CO, 3,419 [% 5, ‘11, [I 19 6,101, [7,9,8& 
fs = (co, 4,519 [3,6,21, :ll, 7, XL C8,10,9& 
fs = (CO, 561, [4,7,3]. [I!, 8,2], [9,1,10& 
f, = ([6,0,81,[9,11,2), [:., $51, c;I, lo& 
fs = (I: 7,0,9], IlO, 11,319 CZ 4,61, C5,8l), 
fs = G6,9,2], Cl 1 , 1,8], [O, 10,5& 
CUE 3. n = 6t + 2, ZTi6f + 2) = St + 2. But 1,(6t -+ 3) = Et + 2, so the partition in 
linear 2-forests obtained in Case 1 gives the result by deleting a vertex. 
Case 4. n = 12t + 7, ZX(12t + 7) - 9t + 6 and, as E,(l2t + 8) = 9t + 6, the result of 
Case 3 gives a solution. 
tie 5. n = 12t -F 5, Zz(120 +5) = 2,(12t -I- 6) = 9t + 4 so the result is a consequ- 
ence of Case 2. 
@ase 6. n = 12t +4, 1,(12t + 4) = 9,t + 3. Let us denote (0, 1, . . . ,12t + 3) the set 
vertex of &. K, can be decomposed in (6t -I- 2) hamiltonian chains Cjq 0~ i s 
6t+I, with C,,=(O, 12t+3,1,126+2, a., ,j, 12t+3-j,. . . ,6t+ 1, 6t+2), O+== 
6t + 1, and where the vertices of G (are obtained biy adding i (module l%t + 4) to 
the vertices of Co_ 
Let us consider the chains G aId C3t+l+i, for 0 G i G 3. With these two chains, 
we shall build 3 linear 2-forests in the following way (we just describe the case 
i=O). 




F0 = ,LJO (p3j U P;j) U IJ psj+st+z UP;j+3t+* U (3& 9t + 3) U (3t + 1,9P + 2)~ .B j-0 ) 
‘IBe edges of Co--F0 and C3t+l -I$~+1 fOrii 8 Gmar 2-forest; we can concatenate 
bj ‘znd ti; by the ver&% 12t + 1 i3j, 
q and a; by tie vertex 3&3j+2, 
4 and c; because {6t+3j+3/0~+ t- 1}={!%-3j/0sjs+ l}, 
q and &because {3j+l/osj~t-l}-(3~-3j-2;O~jst-l}, 
md we obtain a liuear 20forest having (8t + 2) edges. 
case 7. yt= 12t+l, t~l$&~t~,l)~9t+l. 
LetusdenoteJaol,O,1,..., 12t- 1) the: vertices of &. It is well known that & 
can be deco- &y 6t hp@to&n cycks .&Oci,s6t-1, with 
H,=(~,il2t-l+i,i+1,12t-2*r’,..., j,l2t-Hi-j ,..., 6t+i 
-l,dtei,=$ (with iI(je6t+i-1). 
With the cycles’~~ ma H3t+B we y build three I&mar 2lfoq%s, but two edges 
camot be used. Ail tI& %@s ‘left ti8I form togetk a new &ear 2-forest, which 
will prove the rem&, 
From I&,, we buiG the kxtr 2.forest 
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Et*-47, contains the edges 
4 = (3j+l, 12~2-3j), O~j62t-1, 
bj = (3j+3,12t-3-3j), Obj62t-2, 
(=, 0) and (a~, 64. 
From I& we build the linear 2-forest 
‘31t-1+3j U )) (9C =, 3t) 
u Qst+2+31) U (0,6t - 1) u (6t,12t - 1), 
where c=(ar,6t-l-cr,a+TL) and QA=(6~2-cr,ar+2,6t-3-+. 
The edges of Hat - FBt are 
q =(6t+l+3j, 1%~1-3j), 
4 =(6t+2-t3j, 12t--3-3j), 
ej=(3j+2,6t-3-3j), OGjgt -1, 
f;-=(3j+l,dt-l-3j), 
and (0,6t). 
With all the edges of Ho-F, and of I& - F’s0 bat (3t, 9t) and (0,6t), we can 
build a linear It-forest, as follows: 





We do the same thing for the cycles Hi and I-&+& for 1 G i s 3t - I. This 
method gives 3*3t= 9i: linear 2-forests. The remaining edges (r, 6r+ i) and 
(3t + i, 9t + i), 0~ i %3t- 1 make a perfect matching and thus a linear 2-forest so 
we obtained 9t + 1 = I* (12t + 1) linear 2-forests. c3 
Remarks, (a) We note that if we have pro\ .xd that 
for n=- 1 (mod 12), then we would have obtained immediately the :samc ec@ky 
for n ~-2 (mod 12). 
k only one WC remains to be studied, if we want to establish Theorem 8 far 
132 ~3.c: J3amlon&et al. 
la,(G) = 
all n. But, till now, none of the techniques we have WXI in the proof of our 
theort:m has SUW&XL 
(b) Lastly let us recall the following conjecture of two of us (Habib and 
if A(G)fn-1, 
if A(G)=n-1. 
As we have seeq here&is conjm is true for cubic graphs and i = 2,3. In [6] it 
is proved for tre&, and [6, Theorem 33 proved it for complete graphs 
{n # -1 (mod 12) and # - 2 (mod 12)) and i = 2. Using techniques of resolvable 
designs, we can get a lot of x=esd@ for complete graphs. For instance, we have 
la#&+J = 8p + 2. 
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